peanised private international law rules) and practical (ie interpretative) sense. At EU level, the move towards approximation of private international law rules has been illustrated through the logic of the Treaties and the means, method and extent to which approximated rules have been proposed and interpreted 13 by the EU Institutions. 14 Such an approach to law-making, in the absence of a distinct EU Constitution, is indicative of a form of "constitutional ordering", 15 designed to correct 16 national and international divergences 17 in private inter national law rules. Four decades ago, the fi rst generation or wave of Europeanised private international law hinted at the harmonisation of private international law. However, such measures were limited to reducing formalities in the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments between the Member States. 18 At that time, the EU undertook an approach which focused on securing common, 19 but not entirely exclusive, rules of jurisdiction and applicable law. The "second generation" of European private international law rules emerged as a result of the Treaty of Amsterdam. According to Nott, the objective of communitarisation via the Treaty of Amsterdam refl ected "the long-term benefi t of the Community rather than . . . the internal coherence of the confl icts systems of individual Member States". 20 The current legal process of Europeanisation has continued to "penetrat(e) national systems of governance". 21 The EU has sought to secure a unifi ed position for Fiorini, supra n 3, 1.
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Barriatti, supra n 12. the benefi t of the internal market, as illustrated in the most recent proposals for common contract laws 22 and optional rules for (currently) cross-border sales contracts. 23 In the fi eld of confl ict of laws, the EU has sought to approximate Member States' laws through the introduction of applicable law rules for contractual obligations, non-contractual obligations, succession, and divorce and separation. 24 The "pressure [for Member States] to participate" 25 in these EU law-making processes is indicative of the future form and basis of EU private international law.
On 1 March 2012, the Brussels I Regulation on jurisdiction in civil and commercial matters (EC 44/2001) became ten years old. A process of review of that Regulation began fi ve years after its introduction. One of the key aspects that arose out of the review of the Regulation was the appropriateness of Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules. 26 As readers of this journal will appreciate, under the current Regulation, Member States' subsidiary (or residual) jurisdiction rules apply to a civil or commercial matter in broadly two ways. These rules may apply either in their entirety, for example if a Member State originally opted out of Title IV TEU. 27 Alternatively, they may apply in part, for example if a cross-border dispute was outside the scope of the Regulation rationae materiae, or if the defendant was not domiciled in an EU Member State and an EU court does not have exclusive jurisdiction by virtue of Articles 22 or 23 of the Brussels I Regulation. 28 As Hess affi rms, the Brussels I Regulation permits the application of all subsidiary jurisdiction rules, even those which are exorbitant. 29 On 14 December 2010, the European Commission released a proposal for the replacement of the Brussels I Regulation The fi rst area to be subject to the enhanced co-operation procedure for matters external to the EU acquis; Editorial, "Enhanced Cooperation: A Union á taille réduite or á porte tournante?" (2011) 48 Common Market Law Review 317. 25 Fiorini, supra n 5, 980 (words added for syntax); or as "commitment to the institution"; K Featherstone, "Introduction: In the Name of 'Europe'" in K Featherstone and CM Radaelli (eds), The Politics of Europeanization (Oxford University Press, 2003), 3, 6.
26
As a set of "secondary" national rules; Mills, supra n 1. 
28
Art 4, Brussels I Regulation. 29 Hess, supra n 14, 1105.
(known and referred to as the "Recast"). 30 The proposed Recast highlights that, as far as the Commission is concerned, the continued willingness to respect and facilitate judicial pluralism and by implication, exorbitant bases of jurisdiction, is tangential to approximating confl icts justice 31 in fulfi lment of Treaty objectives, social welfare and the "respect for fundamental rights". 32 As far as the Commission is concerned, the desire to achieve uniformity of decision in furtherance of continued integration of the EU acquis 33 has overridden the willingness to continually accommodate national divergences 34 in subsidiary jurisdiction rules, where they remain.
Far from being an "inward looking organisation", 35 the EU Commission's original proposal highlights the EU's objective (in fulfi lment of the Stockholm Programme) by extending the EU acquis 36 through the approximation of subsidiary jurisdiction not previously within the remit of the Brussels I Regulation. Accordingly, the aim of this paper is twofold. First, the paper will examine the Commission's original proposal to replace Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules in the Recast 37 of the Brussels I Regulation; and second, it will assess how that aspect of the proposal highlights the continuing objective towards Europeanised private international law rules. 38 
B. APPROXIMATING CONFLICT-OF-LAWS RULES AS A TECHNIQUE OF EUROPEAN INTEGRATION
In the tradition of Savigny, the pursuit of confl icts justice has been focused on a "uniformity of result" 43 approach. This approach has sought to secure favourable outcomes with regard to the "process of justice in the foreign court" 44 via rules of jurisdiction and applicable law drafted to ensure certainty for litigants in the management of perceived or actual "litigation risk". 45 Mills has defi ned confl icts justice as meaning fairness through "the international system of rights protection". 46 The theoretical foundations of the confl ict of laws and confl icts justice are twofold. First, confl icts justice provides the normative basis whereby sovereign nations determine and assert the limits of their legislative power to prescribe laws and their authoritative 47 jurisdictional competence in cross-border matters through the application of internalised or commonly agreed second-order rules. Second, such "standards of [confl icts] justice" 48 are established by sovereign nations via the values embedded in their substantive laws, which are then in turn supported by second-order rules. The values of confl icts justice, and thereby confl icts rules, are traditionally focused on securing 40 Ergo the corresponding impact on the "underestimated . . . role and importance of national law", Furrer, supra n 19, 175 (punctuation removed for syntax). 41 Hess, supra n 14, 1111-12. Fentiman, supra n 45, 5, 7. 53 Furrer, supra n 19, 169, who refers to "parties interests, transaction interests and regulatory interests"; for a discussion of the "market function" of private international law, see Muir Watt, supra n 16, 54. 54 Furrer, supra n 19, 169.
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Ibid, 168-69 (words modifi ed and removed for syntax). from a respect for national pluralism and a desire for international unifi cation towards the approximation of such rules at regional level. The objective of this new layer of private international law is to further an approach focused on horizontal uniformity of decision across the Member States and the enforcement of mutual trust necessary for supporting the "Community order"
63 and "the external congruity of decisions".
64
Article 81 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union reinforces the continued progression towards harmonised judicial co-operation in civil and commercial matters in pursuit of two broad, and inherently intra-Community, objectives. First, the Treaty seeks to regulate the legal effect of intra-Community relations by ensuring the compatibility of private international law rules between the Member States. The second objective is to facilitate greater access to justice and ergo greater access to EU laws. 65 This objective requires Member States' private international laws to be approximated. Whilst the principles of subsidiarity and proportionality legitimise only that which the EU is permitted to regulate in accordance with the Treaties, Denmark, the United Kingdom and Ireland still retain their ability to "opt in" 66 or maintain their own "brand" -ergo their own value -of confl icts justice. Consequently, the Europeanisation of private international law by way of approximation still 67 remains positioned between convergence and full harmonisation.
The emphasis on necessity refl ects the timeliness for "reconceptualising" national private international laws as a fully fl edged "sub-category" 68 of EU private law. 69 Whilst the Treaty goes some way to shed light on the transfer of competence from the Member States to the EU by permitting the "elimination of obstacles to the proper functioning of civil proceedings", 70 there is an opinion that a "third level" of private international law rules is quantitatively 71 necessary for two reasons. First, where national laws have failed to take into account diverging approaches to the allocation of jurisdiction over non- Mills, supra n 1, 201. 64 Furrer, supra n 19, 169 (word italicised for emphasis). Something not entirely novel to the subject when one considers its theoretical development; on which see Mills, supra n 1, ch 2. ber State domiciliaries in their private international law' rules; 72 and second, for the recognition and enforcement of third state judgments. 73 Despite the original objective of the Brussels I Regulation, the Commission in its proposal argued that continued divergences in Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules "create . . . unequal market conditions for companies engaged in transactions with parties outside the EU". 74 The Commission regards the elimination of these rules as being entirely compatible with the objectives of the internal market. A related objective is driven by economic considerations which seek to ensure that, inter alia through the abolition of exequatur, judgments are enforced effectively between the Member States in support of the internal market. 1. An Example of the "Purpose" of Approximation: Addressing Divergences in Subsidiary Jurisdiction Rules It was recently remarked by Mills that "private international law rules are not part of the law of each state, not 'dependent merely upon the arbitrary determination of particular States,' but 'limitations belonging to the law of nations'". 76 Fresh criticisms have emerged of emphasis that private international law places on national considerations and application of confl icts justice. In the realms of choice of law, such criticisms have increasing signifi cance, not just for commercial parties who use their knowledge of such rules in assessing transactional and litigation risks, but for private parties who wish to assert their right for a particular law other than the lex fori to apply to their dispute. 77 The emphasis on the (apparent) need 78 to correct defi ciencies in national laws -including private international laws -is illustrated in Joerges' recent observations on the competing roles of national social policy and supranationalism in the constitutionalisation of EU law. Joerges demonstrates how the infl uence of social policy in the Europeanisation process has sought to maintain the beliefs and objectives of the Member States' legal systems. 79 The ability of Member States to retain their own brand of confl icts justice in jurisdiction rules for non-EU 72 Joerges, supra n 16; cf Kruger, supra n 70, 396, who questions the necessity for Member States' exorbitant jurisdiction rules.
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A point remarked on by Hess in his assessment of the Recast supra n 14, 1106-07. 74 A point repeated more than once at COM(2010) 748 fi nal, 3 and 11 (word modifi ed for syntax). 75 Muir Watt, supra n 16, 46, 54; Mills, supra n 1, 178. domiciled defendants is an example. By seeking to "refl ect and replicate conceptions of global ordering", 80 approximation techniques seek to ensure mutual trust between the Member States. Mutual trust is achieved (it would seem) by removing defi ciencies 81 in current national private international laws and replacing those rules with rules designed to facilitate uniformity of decision 82 and, by implication, the extension of the EU acquis.
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C. THE PROPOSAL TO HARMONISE MEMBER STATES' SUBSIDIARY JURISDICTION RULES IN THE RECAST OF THE BRUSSELS I REGULATION (COM (2010) 748 FINAL)
On 14 December 2010, the European Commission released a proposal for the replacement of the Brussels I Regulation. 84 The proposal for revision of the Regulation has been eagerly anticipated since both the European Commission's 2009 Report on the application of the Regulation and a Green Paper on its review. 85 Article 73 of the Brussels I Regulation confi rmed that it was due for revision within fi ve years of its introduction. The revision of the Regulation has been prompted by a number of recent cases, the majority of which have considered the internal impact of the Regulation's application over Member States' ability to assert jurisdiction in the face of previous jurisdiction or arbitration agreements, or to restrict proceedings in another Member State. The General study by Professors Hess, Pfeiffer and Schlosser 86 together with the "Residual Jurisdiction" study by Professor Nuyts 87 reviewed the operation of both the jurisdiction rules under the Regulation (the "internal impact") and Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules, respectively. 88 The point of the Nuyts' Report was to consider whether "the absence of common rules determining jurisdiction against defendants domiciled in Third States could jeopardise the application of mandatory Community legislation, or the objectives of the Community". scope and content 90 but crucially the fourth corner of Kruger's "cornerstone" analogy 91 and the impact of Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules upon the Regulation. 92 Whilst it is fair to say that the operation of the Regulation has largely been regarded as effective in its objective towards securing uniformity of decision, 93 one of the pivotal and highly contentious issues identifi ed by the research in both the General and the Residual Jurisdiction Studies was to what extent Member States' subsidiary 94 jurisdiction rules and their analogous procedural mechanisms have confl icted with both the spirit of mutual trust as the internal component of the Regulation, and access to justice in the EU courts over disputes concerned with non-EU defendants. 95 Adopting the Jenard Report's approach and Kruger's analogy, the fi rst cornerstone of the Regime applies the domicile of the defendant (actor sequitur forum rei). The Regulation is a pyramid structure, with the doctrine of actor sequitur being the central chamber (or "hinge" 96 ) of that structure. The Commission's proposal sought (inter alia) to harmonise subsidiary jurisdiction via an emphasis on the connection a non-EU defendant has with the jurisdiction of the Member State in which proceedings are brought.
97 If the process of approximation of private international law rules requires adaptation of the Regulation's underlying 'philosophy' (ie historically the systematisation of the original six Contracting States' rules on recognition and enforcement) and doctrine 98 by the replacement of Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules, on what basis could such an approach be justifi ed?
The Treaty Basis for the Commission's Proposal
If this aspect of the proposal is to be reignited at a later date, a key issue that remains to be fully established is the basis upon which the proposal to replace Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules can be legitimised by According to the Parliament and the Council, the Regulation is "overall considered to work successfully" (COM(2010) 748 fi nal, supra n 84, 3. The Commission, on the other hand regards the Regulation as "highly successful", COM(2009) 174 fi nal, supra n 85, 3; Hess, supra n 14 (cf at 1100). Weber suggests and applies the term "universal jurisdiction" in her analysis: supra n 38, 621, 623.
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Jenard-Moller Report, supra n 96.
the EU Treaty? 99 Currently, the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union affi rms that competence may be either specifi c to the Union (Article 2(1)) or shared with the Member States (Article 2(2)). In accordance with the Lugano Opinion, the extent of the Union's exclusive competence may extend to, inter alia, "the conclusion of an international agreement when its conclusion is provided for in a legislative act of the Union or is necessary to enable the Union to exercise its internal competence, or in so far as its conclusion may affect common rules or alter their scope". 100 What the proposal for the recast highlights is increasing "competence creep" 101 of the Commission to propose legislation over matters regarded as being traditionally the remit of the Member States' internal rules and therefore external to the EU agenda.
According to the Commission's original proposal, the legislative basis for the proposal was grounded in accordance with Articles 67(4) and 81(2) (a), (c) and (e) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. Article 81 is especially instructive. The key difference between Article 81 and its predecessor Article 65 TEC is that the Union's objective is to "develop judicial cooperation in civil matters having cross-border implications, based on the principle of mutual recognition of judgments and of decisions in extrajudicial cases. Such cooperation may include the adoption of measures for the approximation of the laws and regulations of the Member States."
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By relying on Article 81(2), the emphasis of the proposal to replace the Brussels I Regulation is fi vefold. First, its purpose is "to develop judicial cooperation in civil matters having cross-border implications". Second, it is required to meet the need for the "proper functioning of the internal market" (Article 81(2)). Third, its objective is to support the "mutual recognition of judgments" (Article 81(2)(a)). Fourth, it seeks to ensure "the compatibility of the rules applicable in the Member States concerning confl ict of laws and of jurisdiction" (Article 81(2)(c)). Fifth, it also seeks to improve "effective access to justice" (Article 81(2) (e)). Building upon Dickinson's valuable examination of the (then) proposals for the Rome II Regulation in the fi rst volume of this Journal, it is useful to consider the extent to which each of these requirements necessitated the elimination of divergences in Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules, by means of approximation of laws. 
(a) Judicial Co-operation for Matters Having Cross-border Implications: Ensuring Compatibility through the "Internal Market Requirement"
The application of Article 81 would appear to be non-contentious if it can be suffi ciently demonstrated that the "aim and content of the measure" 103 proposed is required for the benefi t of the internal market. The general aim of the proposed Regulation is, inter alia, to abolish Member States' procedures for the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments. The proposal explained, inter alia, the need to realign subsidiary jurisdiction rules, once external to the scope and objectives of the Community legal order, and approximate those rules with existing jurisdiction rules in the Brussels I Regulation.
In an article in this Journal, Dickinson examined the basis of the "internal market requirement" 104 108 fi rmly within the remit of the former. As Bariatti affi rms, Article 81(2) TFEU is concerned with "guaranteeing th[e] effective implementation" 109 of measures for judicial co-operation in civil matters. Accordingly, the shift in emphasis moved from respecting pluralism and "promoting" compatibility of "divers[e]" 110 rules to "ensur[ing]" 111 the compatibility of jurisdiction rules through the process of approximation.
Crucially Article 81 TFEU, unlike Article 65 TEC, does not require that any legislation made under that Article is "necessary for the proper functioning of the internal market". The removal of the "necessity" of this condition was achieved by the introduction of the words "particularly when" prior to "necessary".
(b) Is the Harmonisation of Subsidiary Jurisdiction Rules Necessary for Mutual Recognition and Access to Justice?
The objective of both the original Brussels I Regulation (and its predecessor) is that there ought to be the same approach to the recognition and enforcement of judgments across the Member States, to remove diversity of approach for the benefi t of parties operating from within the internal market. As Kruger has advocated, whilst the "fl aw" in these instruments was the "imperfect" approach in excluding subsidiary jurisdiction, "rectifi cation" of the Brussels I Regulation in her view "should never be done at the expense of litigating parties . . . domiciled in other parts of the world, of courts of third states, or of comity and justice".
113 What requires to be demonstrated is the economic necessity 114 of such proposals for the benefi t of EU citizens and businesses contracting within and external to the EU. 115 As alluded to earlier in this article, in order to justify a limitation on state sovereignty, measures such as those in the Commission's proposal must -as Mills points out -arise as a consequence of the "'natural' evolution towards a common position". 116 Given the Council of the European Union's recent rejection of the Commission's proposal to create harmonised subsidiary jurisdiction rules, political convergence to a common position is a long way off. Nevertheless, the legal justifi cation for such a proposal may be found in Article 81. Specifi cally, Article 81(2) TFEU allows for an argument that the creation of harmonised subsidiary jurisdiction rules is required for improving access to justice across the Internal Market. The initial proposal for the Brussels I Regulation was similarly based on access to justice grounds in order to "facilitate closer cooperation between the Member States". 117 During the negotiations for the original Brussels I Regulation, Beaumont highlighted that for the "sound operation of the Internal Market" to operate vis-à-vis disputes internal to the EU, "clear rules on jurisdiction . . . rapid procedures and legal certainty [were] of the essence". 118 As the Nuyts Report demonstrated, the varied spectra of subsidiary jurisdiction rules are evidenced by numerous factors. For example, such factors may include the (exorbitant) basis for the particular jurisdiction rule and the interests 119 represented by them. The infl uence of the Brussels I Regulation itself may be relevant factor. 120 Other factors include the form, scope and relationship of these rules with the internal laws of the Member State concerned, in particular their constitutional laws, procedural rules and (particularly in the case of new candidate countries) compliance with bilateral conventions. The effectiveness of subsidiary jurisdiction rules are also heavily infl uenced by the connecting factors used to establish jurisdiction (rendering them exorbitant or otherwise), any power vested in the court to grant jurisdiction over a non-EU defendant as well as their corresponding relationship with rules for the enforcement of judgments from third state. Despite a degree of infl uence of the Brussels I Regulation, the variety of subsidiary jurisdiction rules reignites the wider question of the appropriateness of those rules and of the double system of direct jurisdiction. Whilst the Nuyts Report affi rmed the potential for subsidiary jurisdiction rules to restrict the application of EU law, it also acknowledged that concerns regarding the enforcement of EU law have been limited in practice. Nevertheless the need to ensure mutual recognition will, over time, require a permanent change in attitude 121 towards law-making and interpretation 122 of cross-border matters that remain, both in territorial and membership terms, inherently external to the EU.
Content of the Commission's Original Proposal (a) Synopsis of the Green Paper
A number of Recitals in the Green Paper set out the proposals for the replacement of Member States' subsidiary jurisdiction rules. In seeking to extend the "close link between the court and the action", 123 Recital 13 of the Green Paper stated that the defendant should still be able reasonably to foresee which court of a Member State can assert jurisdiction over him. Recital 16 of the Recast proposed by the Commission set out that "to promote the interests of claimants and defendants and promote the proper administration of justice within the Union", 124 only Union rules should apply to defendants domiciled in third States. Recital 17 of the Green Paper continued that the basis of the Regulation "should therefore establish a complete set of rules on international jurisdiction of the courts in the Member States". The Recital continued: "[T]he existing rules on jurisdiction ensure a close link between proceedings to which this Regulation applies and the territory of the Member States which justifi es their extension to defendants wherever they are domiciled." 125 The reference to domicile in the proposal continued in line with the existing Articles 59 and 60, namely that the internal laws of the Member States determine whether a natural person is domiciled in a Member State for the purposes of the jurisdiction regime provided by the Regulation and a broad, uniform defi nition of domicile for legal persons is provided.
(b) Direct Jurisdiction Rules over Non-EU Defendants in an EU Instrument
The Commission's proposal sought to extend the basis for Member States to assert jurisdiction over non-EU defendants in the scope of Brussels I. The starting point of this aspect of the proposal was Article 4(2) (ex Article 3, Brussels I Regulation). Article 4(2) proposed that a party who is not domiciled in a Member State could be sued in a Member State in accordance with sections 2-8 of Chapter II. With regards to section 2 of Chapter II, Article 5 proposed to allocate jurisdiction in matters relating to contract, tort, etc, irrespective of where a defendant was domiciled. With regard to Article 6, only a slight change of emphasis was offered which proposed that a defendant could be sued as a multiple party to proceedings brought in the courts of a Member State, provided he was domiciled in a Member State. The proposed Article 23 on exclusive jurisdiction agreements would have applied in exactly the same way regardless of where the parties were domiciled. 127 There were also two proposals which would have introduced specifi c categories of jurisdiction new to the Brussels I Regulation. Both categories were contained in section 8 of Chapter II. It is worth examining each in turn and considering the implications. 128 If a claimant was not able to bring a non-EU defendant into the Brussels Regime by virtue of the rules in Articles 2-24 (ie exclusive jurisdiction, submission, a jurisdiction agreement, by connection to a contract, tort, etc, or via a particular category of "protected" 129 contract), Arti-cle 25 would have enabled the courts of a Member State to assert jurisdiction instead if the defendant had property located in a Member State. 130 The connecting factors required to establish jurisdiction under Article 25 were that the value of the property had to be proportionate to the value of the claim and that the dispute had to have a suffi cient connection with the Member State. However, if the matter arose, who would have attested to the value of the property? In the interests of fairness and expediency (and to avoid speculative or vexation claims), a court-appointed expert would have been required. The criteria used to determine how a dispute was to be regarded as localised in a Member State also required clarifi cation. In the absence of the use of both personal connecting factors such as domicile, habitual residence or nationality and a lack of jurisdiction under section 2 of Chapter II, a particularly defi ned, autonomously interpreted connecting factor based on economic criteria to ensure a close connection between the dispute and the defendant's (commercial) property would have been required in order to establish jurisdiction. Such a defi nition would have depended upon an appropriately constructed preliminary reference to the Court of Justice.
The proposed second category was contained in Article 26. This Article would have equipped Member States with a form of discretionary jurisdiction, applicable on an exceptional basis (forum necessitatis). Article 26 had similarities with the "escape clause" contained in Article 4(3) of the Rome II Regulation. Article 26 proposed that by way of exception, if no Member State court has jurisdiction (by virtue of the earlier provisions referred to) a Member State may assert jurisdiction. This proposed basis of jurisdiction was discretionary, and would have been subject to two conditions. The fi rst condition required there to be a question of either "the right to a fair trial or the right to access to justice" to justify jurisdiction under Article 26. The second requirement was that the dispute must have "a suffi cient connection with the Member State of the court seised" (emphasis added). At fi rst reading, Article 26 might have offered some glimmer of hope to those Member States seeking to preserve an element of discretion in determining whether jurisdiction should be established over non-EU domiciled defendants. A number of key issues remained to be resolved. The subsequent deletion of this Article in the European Parliament's Report avoided having to address them.
The fi rst key issue was the standard to apply. For example, if the approach of Article 4(3) of the Rome II Regulation was to be followed, Article 26 would have been subject to a high threshold test. 131 The second issue concerned the wording of Article 26, which appeared to suggest that having already been "seised" of a dispute (supporting mutual trust between the Member States), the underlying objective was to determine on what basis a Member State court should retain or decline jurisdiction? The third issue was how were the rights to a "fair trial" or to "access to justice" in a Member State, compared to a non-Member State, be objectively assessed? The "fair trial" option would tend to suggest a direct comparison between the EU acquis on the one hand and an objective, qualitative assessment of the public policy of a non-Member State on the other.
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Even if an assessment of public policy of competing jurisdictions can and ought to be considered at the jurisdiction stage, how would fairness have been assessed? Was it to be assessed from the perspective of the claimant (EU based or otherwise) who seeks to establish Article 26 as a basis of jurisdiction? Alternatively, was it to be assessed from the perspective of the non-EU defendant who would have been potentially subject to Article 26 jurisdiction? Or, in the spirit of forum conveniens, would a balance-of-fairness test have been required? The "access to justice" option sought to support a right to access substantive EU law as opposed to the law of a third state. Such an option may have led to an (indirect) comparison between the potential application of the substantive rules of a non-Member State on the one hand and EU law on the other for the purposes of bringing a claim that might not have overcome the jurisdiction hurdle under subsidiary jurisdiction rules. There are two ways in which the fair-trial or access-to-justice requirement may have been satisfi ed. The requirement may have been satisfi ed if it was neither reasonable nor possible to bring proceedings in a third state. Alternatively, the fair-trial/access-to-justice requirement may have applied if it could be reasonably anticipated that a judgment from a third State "would not be entitled to recognition and enforcement in the Member State of the court seised under the law of that State". 133 The justifi cation for this was the preservation of the claimant's rights.
At the time of writing, the subsequent deletion of Article 26 from the proposed Recast 134 puts subsidiary jurisdiction rules fi rmly back in their place. A further question was what objective criteria would have been used to assess the extent to which a dispute had a suffi cient connection with a Member State? In the absence of a connection via an exclusive jurisdiction, submission, a jurisdiction agreement, contract (protected or otherwise), agency, tort, or indeed the defendant having property in the jurisdiction, would the defendant's presence at the issue of proceedings be both appropriate and suffi cient? The fi nal issue that arose from this proposal was what objective criteria were to be used in order to assess whether, under its current law, a Member State would not 132 Petrov and Kalichenko, supra n 36. 133 141 In Recital 2, reference is made to the "gradual establishment"
142 of an area of freedom, security and justice. Recital 11(f) is also instructive. In that recital, both the Council of the European Union and the European Parliament seek to "introduce . . . partial refl exive effect", 143 by enabling EU consumers to bring proceedings under Article 16 in the courts of their domicile 144 regardless of the domicile of the defendant business. As far as subsidiary jurisdiction rules are concerned, subject to the introduction of such refl ex effect for consumer and employment contracts, Article 4(a) of the fi nal version of the Recast preserves the status quo. Article 88(1) of the most recent Amendment also proposes that Member States would be required to intimate which of their rules apply against defendants domiciled in a non-Member State.
Before (or indeed if) the proposal to approximate subsidiary jurisdiction rules is reignited, more research is required on the actual volume and economic value of cases brought before the courts of Member States on the basis of both the Brussels I Regulation and subsidiary jurisdiction rules. According to the Commission's earlier report in 2009 on the application of the Regulation throughout the EU, "the jurisdiction rules generally apply in a relatively small number of cases, ranging from less than 1% of all civil cases to 16% in border regions". 145 As far as the replacement of national subsidiary jurisdiction rules are concerned, two key questions persist. First, what is the inherent value of both the Brussels Regime and subsidiary jurisdiction rules to commercial litigation in the courts of Member States? Second, are subsidiary jurisdiction rules causing such problems for EU citizens in being able to access justice that approximation of such rules is necessary? The Commission's original proposal to replace national subsidiary jurisdiction rules where the defendant is connected to a 'third' (non-EU Member) with approximated rules highlights the future potential for a much wider "reconceptualisation" of national private international law as EU law. As Furrer reminds us, " [A]re we confronted with a new 'meta-level' in confl ict of laws, or do we need special priority-based confl ict of laws provisions in order to regulate the relationship between international and national law?"
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The gradual approximation of private international law seeks to co-ordinate confl icts justice in a manner and purpose distinct from national notions of confl icts justice. It does so by different means and processes and for different political objectives. Having considered the original proposal to replace subsidiary jurisdiction in the Brussels I Regulation, Europeanisation by way of approximation (if politically desired) could have a larger impact. Such an impact may -in the longer term -result in the notion of confl icts justice shifting away from national interests and concepts of justice fostered through unity of result and justice pluralism to a more nuanced, particularised approach in pursuit of mutual trust achieved through "uniformity of decision". With the EU focusing on survival, the proposals for the revision of the Brussels I Regulation are relevant to the continued attractiveness of Member States' commercial courts to defendants located within and external to the EU. The approach at EU level is indicative of the preference to sustain mutual trust and the recognition and enforcement of private rights (at Mills' level of "secondary ordering").
Underlying Fundamental Concerns
In his recent monograph International Commercial Litigation, Fentiman indicates at least four key areas of concern which must continue to be considered "in the debate about the future of the regime". 147 Underpinning each of these questions is the emphasis on the practicalities 148 of cross-border litigation, ie what are the inherent risks and how can the modifi cation of existing rules, ergo reconceptualisation of confl icts justice, suffi ciently address those risks? The fi rst -and overarching -question Fentiman poses is, in ensuring approximated "access to justice" for claimants, whether (in the long term) the status quo should prevail (combined approach) or should subsidiary jurisdiction be excluded (unifi ed, minimised 149 approach)? An answer to this holistic question has been sought by considering the necessity for approximation through the Treaty. Whilst Furrer questioned the "underestimat[ion]" 150 of national law in supporting the application of EU law, in a post-Lisbon Europe, and until such approximation measures are complete, subsidiary jurisdiction rules remain inherently -and rightly -"directed by national interests". 151 Second, must the claimant be domiciled in a Member State? The answer to that depends on if and how the claimant's domicile can be extended beyond special or exclusive jurisdiction. In accordance with the Brussels I Regulation, 152 the Court of Justice's decision in Group Josi, 153 the Commission's proposal and the latest version of the Recast, the claimant's connection to a Member State is applied as a connecting factor 154 rather than a discrete basis of jurisdiction.
Third, Fentiman questioned that if existing rules are to be adapted, 155 what changes are needed? The third question focuses on the changes to include non-EU defendants in sections 2 and 3 of the proposed Regulation. As discussed earlier, the shift from mutually expressed necessity to the approximation of laws appeared to provide the Commission with the necessary institutional justifi cation for the changes it was proposing. To some extent light can be shed on the policy development of these questions in the Fourth and Fifth Options in the Nuyts Report and the Green Paper. The Nuyts Report commented that since the Jenard Report, the objective of the EU has shifted considerably, ie there is a need and a willingness to modify internal rules of jurisdiction, irrespective of the impact on "the (domestic) norms that [national] judges and lawyers are used to apply[ing]". 156 Whilst the reference to "familiarity" 157 with EU law is insightful about the role and purpose of the Brussels I Regulation, it should not in itself form the basis of replacing national subsidiary jurisdiction rules.
Instead, it is the extent to which the Treaty permits such adaptation, which is, in turn, refl ected by the willingness of Member States to relinquish competence in support of the Union legal order. Furthermore, since "no tremendous change"
158 is likely to occur in the current EU political climate, it is submitted that at any level a change in the inherent value of confl icts justice will continue to take place in an incremental fashion. The Nuyts Report reminds us that just one Member State (Italy) has adapted its subsidiary jurisdiction rules to mirror the current version of the Brussels I Regulation. Again, this alone is not enough to justify wholesale replacement of subsidiary jurisdiction rules and traditions for the sake of the internal market and businesses operating in Europe. The Provisional Conclusion in the Nuyts Report affi rmed that the "existing rules of jurisdiction usually ensure themselves a strong connecting link with the Union which justify their application to non-EU domiciliaries". 159 However, it is submitted that the connection between the two aspects -link with the Community and application of existing rules to non EU domiciliaries -can only be justifi ed on the grounds of legal necessity for optimal integration whilst ensuring that any future jurisdiction rule similar to one premised on forum necessitatis does not (highlighting Kruger's concern) become an exorbitant rule at the supranational level.
The impact of Europeanisation has been attributed to "the spread of European values, in the sense of unifying European legal cultures". 160 As Joerges has attested, the process by which Europeanisation has occurred necessitates -and thereby facilitates -increasing awareness 161 of its impact upon both European citizens and parties external to Europe. 162 Whilst the extent of structural change has created new forms of institutional governance and policy-making within the European Union, it is the second of Dyson and Goetz's six forms of Europeanisation which has the most resonance for the future of national private international law rules. The most prevalent and far-reaching effect of Europeanisation is "as the exporter or transfer of European models outside Europe's borders". 163 During the stage of the proposal for the Brussels I Regulation, Justin Newton wrote that it was a "bold and decisive legislative statement" 164 and insightfully observed that 158 Ibid, cf para 148, 116. 159 Ibid, para 163, 126. 160 ML Mannin, British Government and Politics, Balancing Europeanization and Independence (Rowman and Littlefi eld Publishers, 2010), 38 (words highlighted for emphasis). 161 Joerges, supra n 16. 162 Kruger, supra n 70. 163 Dyson and Goetz, supra n 21, 1; Petrov and Kalichenko, supra n 36. 164 Newton, supra n 92, 21.
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